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HALACHA V’HALICHA… By Rav Chaim Schabes  
Why did Yaakov Avinu send Yehuda to establish a Yeshiva in Mitzrayim, and not Levi or Yisachar? Tiferes Shlomo answers, that the first 
person that we find that took responsibility for someone else was Yehuda. Yehuda had said to Yaakov that he would guarantee Binyamin’s 
safety; one of the main qualities needed to establish a house of chinuch is to take responsibility and Yehuda had demonstrated this quality. 
Each parent, no matter how busy he may be, has the responsibility to make time to listen to his children and to what is on their minds and  
hearts - there is no way out of it!
It  is written in the name of the Ariz”al that one should refrain from learning and reading words of Torah sheb’ksav at night (Be’er Heitev 
238:2).   The Mishna B’rura in (Shaar  Hatziyun 1) writes in the name of the Pri  Megadim that even according to those who follow this 
stringency, it is only a preference, and it doesn’t mean that there is a prohibition. Aruch Hashulchan does not mention this restriction at all,  
either. However, many poskim do consider this a prohibition; the Chida in Birkei Yosef (OC 1:13) writes that one should not even say Tehillim 
from the time of tzais hakochavim until before the morning light- alos hashachar (72 min. before sunrise), and he writes in Yosef Ometz (54) 
that although it would seem to be accepted to say Tehillim before morning, nevertheless he feels that one should be machmir, since the Ariz”al 
generally wrote that at night one should not say Torah sheb’ksav, and he did not distiguish between different parts of the night. Many poskim 
feel that Tehillim is different because it is not learning, but only a recitation (Eishel Avraham), and that saying Tehillim with a minyan should 
be more permissible. Many poskim (Sdei Chemed, Likutei Maharich, Tzitz Eliezer (8:2), Be’er Moshe (4:22) permit the saying of Tehillim at 
night. Some have the custom to apply this leniency only until midnight, and that is supported by our  minhag not to say s’lichos until after 
midnight, because from that time on, it is considered a time of rachamim. On Thursday night, and even more so on Friday night and on Yom 
Tov there is no restriction and one may learn Torah sheb’ksav at night.  However, on Rosh Chodesh night there is no leniency (Ta’amei 
Haminhagim in the name of Shulchan Aruch HaAriz”al Likutim 153, Malbim in Artzos Hachaim 1:36). Many say that Chol Hamoed is also part 
of Yom Tov, and therefore one would then be allowed to learn Torah sheb’al peh at night (Yesod Vshoresh Haavodah). The Maharsham (Sh”ut 
1:158) writes that on  motz’ei Shabbos before one eats  melave malka there are still  some sparks of Shabbos remaining and therefore it  is 
permitted to say . There are those who say that it is permitted for a baal koreh to review the reading of the week in preparation for the 
reading of the Torah, because this is considered mere recitation, rather than learning or davening (Shu”t Bais Yisroel). The same is true for a 
sofer who is saying the words that he is writing (Shu”t Levushai Mordechai 107). When one learns chumash with Rashi, there is no problem, 
because it is considered that he is learning the explanation from Torah sheb’al peh (Ysod Veshoresh Haavodah). All of the above applies only 
to someone that has the capability to learn Torah sheb’al peh; however, if one can only learn sheb’ksav, there is no restriction at all, and this 
includes doing homework with children. Most of a person’s wisdom of Torah is acquired at night, and a home where words of Torah are not 
heard at night, is consumed by fire (YD 246:24).


THOUGHTS ON THE HAFTARA … By Rabbi Yaakov Shapiro (Yechezkel 37-15:28)
Often, to understand the full meaning of a Haftara, one needs to also study the pesukim that precede it as well as the paresha itself. In the case 
of our Haftara  we must start at the beginning of the perek, the fourteen pesukim that make up the Haftara of Chol Hamoed Pesach, which is of 
course the famous “Dry Bones” nevuah. In it the Navi is told to speak to the old bones of people who had died centuries before so that they 
may be revived; a symbol of the future rebuilding of the Jewish people and their return to the land of Israel. But what is to become of the 
people once they are revived? How will things change so that the nation will never be destroyed again? Instead of answering directly, the Navi 
first demonstrates the answer by taking two separate pieces of wood, bringing them near to one another and showing the people how they 
miraculously become one inseparable piece. When the people ask for an explanation, he explains as follows: it is not enough for the Jewish 
nation to simply be reinstated, there must also be total achdus for the people to survive and that unity must begin at the top. From the time of 
Rechavam ben Shlomo, there had been two Jewish kingdoms, each with its own unique identity. For the people to survive, this could no longer 
be the case. But how will the old quarrels be avoided? Who will be the new leader? First, the entire nation, including the Jews from all twelve 
tribes, will unite under the leadership of Moshiach ben Yosef. Not since the time of Shaul Hamelech have the tribes of Yehudah and Binyamin 
joined with their 10 brothers under the banner of Yosef! But unlike the past kings of the Ten Tribes, Moshiach ben Yosef will scrupulously 
follow the words of Hashem and will merit having great miracles done for the Jewish people on his behalf as he leads them to victory over our 
enemies. But once the wars are over and we are ready to live in peace, he will relinquish his place and the people will accept upon themselves 
Moshiach ben Dovid as their king. We can find the model for this achdus in our paresha. Yehudah was accepted as the undisputed leader of 
the brothers. But there are times that a leader needs to relinquish his role and the honor that accompanies it for the greater good. Yehuda 
recognized that such a time had come, and for the Jewish nation to survive it was Yosef that needed to lead them for the time being! It is 
sometimes harder to be a follower than to be a leader. But it is a great leader who understands how to act and to put achdus before all other 
considerations!
 

ON LANGUAGE… By R’ Moshe Orlian
In  describing the  climactic  embrace  of  Yosef  and  Binyamin the  Torah  writes,  (B'reishis 
45:14).  Both  and  are plural forms of , "neck", even though each had only one neck. Rashi cites the drash that this is a 
reference  to two Batei  Mikdash, which only partially explains the plural  usage.  Interestingly,  in several  other  places in B'reishis,  
(seemingly incorrectly) appears in the plural form:   (27:16); and    (46:9). An even more interesting case is 
(33:4), where  -  is written "correctly" as "tsa-va-RO", while the  (reading) is still "tsa-va-RAV", in the plural. 
The Ibn Ezra, by way of explanation, offers that perhaps  appears frequently in the plural because of the 2 pipes in the neck, or because 
of the multiple vertebrae in the neck. In any event, there are many instances where the appropriate singular form of  is used; there is no 
decisive rule.


A GIGANTIC LITTLE SECRET” … By Rabbi Yosef  Schwab
the  trop on these words exactly mirrors the content:  kadma v’azla – he got  up and went forth;  revi’i – 
Yehuda, the fourth son; zarka – he was willing to throw away everything for the sake of his brother; munach segol – even his menucha (olam 
haba), and his segula (olam hazeh).
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              5:24                   4:04                      9:39                    6:50/8:30                                       4:33                4:18              4:15    
ASARA B’TEVES  Sunday, Shacharis 7:35; Mincha 4:04PM; Ma’ariv 5:04PM; Fast begins: 6:09AM; ends: 5:24PM
LEGAL HOLIDAY Friday, Shacharis 7:45, followed by breakfast and shiur by Rabbi Naftoli Reich
SHACHARIS Sun 7:45, Mon-Fri 7:00; MAARIV Mon-Th 9:30; MINCHA/MAARIV Sun 4:04, next Fri. 4:23 (candles 4:20)

KNESSES NEWS
MAZEL TOV! to Mr. and Mrs. Noach and Carol Simon on the forthcoming marriage of their son Yudi, to Tehila Litke; aufruf in the Shul
MAZEL TOV! to Rabbi and Mrs. Moshe and Sarah Schlusselberg on the engagement of their son Efraim, to Devorah Hellman 

COMMUNITY CORNER
MONSEY SIYUM HATORAH Motz’ei Shabbos, 8:45 PM, YSV Boys building
PIRCHEI  in the Shul 2:30-3:30 AVOS UBANIM on Motz’ei Shabbos, 6:30-7:30 
MIKVAH OF NEW HEMPSTEAD, 109 Brick Church, is open on Shabbos/Yom Tov, please call 669-0861
MINCHA at Tefilla L’Moshe, Sun. 1:30; S-Th 15m<shki’a;  1:30/”; MAARIV M-Th 40m>shki’a/8:15/9:45
DAILY SHACHARIS at Kehillat New Hempstead 6:00; SHACHARIS at Tefilla L’Moshe Sun. 7:30/8:30; M-Fri 6:25/7:00/7:30 
MINCHA at  Zichron Yehuda (2 Kakiat Ln) Sun. 12:30/1:40;  MAARIV daily 9:15PM;  SHACHARIS Mo-Fr. 25 min<netz;  Sun. 6:30/7:30 

NEW MA’ARIV at KNH, Mon-Thurs 8:30PM; at Zichron Yehuda Sun-Thur 7:30PM
FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS and any other inclusions to this publication please contact Moshe Orlian at: 364-0572, or morlian@verizon.net
TO BE INCLUDED on our email distribution list and receive shul/community related news send an email to knesses_yisrael@yahoo.com

ONGOING SHIURIM
Daf Yomi: 1 hour before Shacharis (R’ Adler)/ 9:45PM (R’ Becher) at Knesses Yisrael
Maseches Chullin (by R’ Apter) daily 1 hour before Shacharis; Ahavas Chesed (by Rabbi Schabes) Tues. 9:10PM, at Knesses Yisrael
Hilchos Shabbos chabura, Shabbos, after the early minyan; (by Rabbi Schabes) after the 2nd minyan
Navi Melachim for men, by Rabbi Shmuel Moeller, Sundays 8:30-9:15, at Tefilla L'Moshe
Minchas Chinuch Sun. 8:30PM by R’ Bronspigel at Zichron Yehuda
Gemara Shiur, Shabbos, 7:50 AM, at KNH; Mishna Berura, Rabbi Kerner, Mon. 7:50PM; Inyanei Tefilla, Rabbi Staum, Wed. 8:50PM
Maseches Pesachim, Sun. 9:15AM;  Basar B’Chalav, Wed. 8:45PM, by Rabbi Saperstein, at Cong. Ohaiv Shalom, 18 Bridle 
Ladies Shiurim: Shabbos 3PM, Rabbi Shimon Kerner, at Kerner, 12 Manchester

Mondays 8:40 PM, Sefer Shoftim (new series), by Mrs. Aviva Orlian, at Levy, 29 Fessler
Wednesdays 10:45-11:45AM, Pareshas Hashavua, by Mrs. Sussi Brecher, at Lazar, 2 Tracey Ct. (corner of South Gate)



MECHOCHMAS HAS’FORNO… By Rabbi Shmuel Burstein

Two thoughts to ponder as we read this week’s paresha: Can any man be certain that those very difficult and trying moments he endures in 
life are blessings from Hashem; episodes of ‘good’ where man sees ‘bad’? The Sforno identifies just such an example, as the story of Yosef 
and his brothers reaches its crescendo in one of the most dramatic and emotionally laden scenes of the Torah. Yosef has just revealed himself 
to his brothers as the lad they sold into slavery so many years ago. They are reeling in shame. They are paralyzed by shock and disbelief.  
Yosef tells them (45:8): , “it was not you who sent me here; it was Hashem”. Sforno says that Yosef 
was telling them: “Now that you see Hashem’s plan behind all this (i.e., Yosef’s rise to power, becoming the sustainer of a world that was 
suffering from a plague of hunger),  and this is something that could not possibly have happened without the factors that preceded it  (the 
brothers’ hatred and selling him into slavery); there can be no doubt, , that the earlier factors also took place through the divine will  
of Hashem, to achieve this goal”.  In a later, unrelated comment in the paresha, Sforno introduces a novel approach to Ya’akov’s exile into 
Egypt. Hashem is speaking to Yaakov/Yisrael. He tells him he should not fear going to Mitzrayim (as his father was forbidden to do; see 
earlier Sforno comment). Hashem tells Yaakov that He will make Yaakov into a “” in the land of the Pharaohs.  Sforno’s insight is 
remarkable. The success of Klal Yisrael growing into a great  nation was tied to our time in Mitzrayim, directly related to another factor we 
read about in parashas Mikeitz. There, in verse 43:22, we learn that it was disgraceful for Egyptians to eat together with “Ivrim.” Perfect, 
learns Sforno. The Jewish people need to grow in a land where the natives will not want to marry them and eat together with them, something 
that was not true in Canaan. Had Ya’akov Avinu remained in Eretz Yisrael the local non-Jews would have married their sons and daughters 
and we would have been absorbed into the much larger non-Jewish society, disappearing as a nation altogether. Only Mitzrayim, however, a 
land that would not even eat together with us, would allow for Am Yisroel to grow and develop into its own identity, a nation apart, ready for 
the mission of Hashem.


LESSONS FROM OUR GEDOLIM:  - A famous Rebbe once came into the Beis Medrash in the morning, and related that 
while he was up learning at night he suddenly noticed a figure sitting beside him.  He got scared, extinguished his lamp, and went to bed.  His 
chassidim questioned his actions, on the assumption that perhaps the figure was none other than Eliyahu Hanavi!  The Rebbe replied, “it 
couldn’t be since Eliyahu radiates happiness while this figure was steeped in sorrow.  I understood, then, that it must be from the  sitra 
achra..”


FROM THE PEN OF RAV S.R. HIRSCH… By Rabbi Naftoly Katzenstein
 - When Ya’akov arrived at the border town of he offered to .  represent giving ourselves up totally to the 
service of .  , on the other hand, represent a higher thought, of  coming to us and entering into our lives.   are eaten as a family 
meal which sanctifies the family.  Bringing  into our lives turns our house into a , our table into a  and our sons and daughters into 
Priests and Priestesses.  While many religions promote the concept of living with G-d, it is the Jewish religion that urges us to bring  into 
our everyday life and into each and every action, no matter how mundane.  This was Ya’akov’s message to his family, as he stood on the 
doorstep of galus - let your ordinary day-by-day life be so penetrated by ’s presence that even when you eat and drink you see  there.   Let 
us all hear the message of Ya’akov and strive to bring  into our daily lives.
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